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Body Solid Power Rack GPR400  
 

The Body-Solid GPR400 Power Rack is a
heavy-duty power rack suitable for a
variety of facilities, from home gyms and
garage gyms to commercial weight
training facilities, sports team weight
rooms and more. Each GPR400 comes
standard with tube and pin locks and J-
cup lift-offs. Optional attachments and
accessories allow for complete
customization to meet facility and user
needs.

 CHF 899.00  
      

      

The Body Solid GPR400 is constructed with a solid steel frame and oversized, industrial-grade
hardware. It offers superior durability and is designed to withstand the intensity of heavy powerlifting and
frequent group training. At 200 cm tall, the GPR400 offers a shorter height than most other power racks
and fits more comfortably in home, garage or basement gyms.

A wide walk-through design gives users more space and comfort when using the rack for a variety of
movements, including squats, lunges, rack pulls and deadlifts. Add a body-solid bench and open up
several new workout options, including lower and incline, bench press, shoulder press and more.

An integrated 32mm diameter pull-up bar adds additional functionality to the GPR400 Power Rack,
allowing pull-ups, chin-ups, leg raises and incline rotations.

Features:

Professional Power Rack
wide walk-in design
25mm hole spacing for safety measures
built-in pull-up bar with handle diameter 32mm
expandable with lat/row traction attachment including lower traction device - available with 67,5kg
weight magazine or for disc support
robust square tube frame construction, welded on 4 sides
hook-in dip station available as option
color: black

Available options for GPR400:
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Lat-/Rudder Train Attachment GLA400
Strap Attachment SPRBP
J-Cups Bar Attachment (2 J-Cup rests included with SPR500)
MultigripBar
Dip Handles
T-Bar Rowing
U-LinkAttachment
Weight Horn Attachment

Use: home to commercial, payload: approx. 450kg
Equipment dimensions: L133,5 x B132 x H201cm, weight 107kg
Accessories: Pipe & Pin Safeties, J-Cup Liftoffs
Options: Lat pull-up attachment (including rowing and lat pull-up bar) for discs, lat pull-up attachment
(including rowing and lat pull-up bar) with 90kg weight magazine, discs, dip handles, T-link attachment,
T-bar row attachment, weight rests, training bench
Warranty: 2 years on labor and spare parts (excludes consumables)
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